Assemble the appropriate mounting plate to the front of the bracket upright with the black knurled adjustment lock knob. Two mounts are supplied. One for mounting a Polycarbonate 4-pole Speed Ring (with a thumb screw) and one for mounting the OctaPlus 8-pole Speed Ring (using the two supplied Phillips screws).

Mount the Accessory Shoe to the Versi Bracket with thumb screws. Multiple mounting holes on the bracket base allow positioning your flash at the correct distance from the Speed Ring. Use the extra thumb screw under the accessory shoe to add 1/2” to raise flash position, if needed.

Attach your flash unit onto the Accessory Shoe and adjust the flash height to center the reflector in the Speed Ring opening. The bracket off set allows the use of Pocket Wizard’s Flex TT5 while centering the flash. You are now ready to attach your Lightbank to the Speed Ring.

Options:
- You can use the #2688 Slave Adapter (optional) to mount other radio receivers.
- The thumb screw has a threaded bottom hole to accept optional 1/4-20 stand adapter studs for placing on a light stand.
- Ideally suited for the Mini and Maxi, as well as the Octa 2 Beauty Dish.
- See the Video Library at www.chimeralighting.com/video-library for more information.